Your home is your biggest investment. To uphold its value, make the home improvement that will protect its structural integrity against termites: Termidor Restoration.

Termidor termiticide, the nation’s #1 termite defense product, has been protecting your home for years. However, changes that affect the soil around your home, such as structural additions or new landscaping, may make Termidor Restoration treatment necessary.

As shown above, common disruptions around your home can make it vulnerable to termite infestations, a constant risk faced by homeowners. In fact, researchers have found that in residential areas of the U.S. where termite pressure is high, an average of 25 termite colonies are present per acre.¹ To restore peace of mind, it may be time for Termidor Restoration. Termidor with genuine Transfer Effect technology actively eliminates termites that come into contact with the treated zone. Termidor is one home improvement that can protect your home for years to come.

<Pest Management Company> will restore protection to your home with the latest innovations from Termidor termiticide. For more information, or to schedule an inspection, contact us at <phone number> or at <email address> today.
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